PenAdapt™
Electrosurgical Pencil Smoke Evacuation Adapter

Features:

• Provides an inlet for surgical smoke plume capture directly at the point of electrosurgical smoke creation

• The comfortable silicone design maintains the tactile feel of the electrosurgical pencil and reduces bulkiness associated with other attachments

• Designed to fit most electrosurgical pencil brands, PenAdapt eliminates the need to change pencil models

• PenAdapt can be used with a smoke evacuation unit or combined with filtered wall suction to effectively manage surgical smoke

• Easy clog removal

• Drape clip secures the hose as desired

Better positioning means better surgical smoke capture; PenAdapt places the point of capture at the point of creation. The result is effective management of surgical smoke coupled with a universal, low profile design that minimizes any change in tactile feel.
PenAdapt™ has been expertly engineered to position the capture inlet as close to the point of surgical smoke creation as possible, while minimizing any change to the feel of the pencil or the surgeon’s line of vision. With two models of PenAdapt available for both disposable and reusable electrosurgical pencils, let our team provide you with a model to accommodate your desired equipment.

The soft flexible material of the PenAdapt provides a secure grip and a comfortable feel to the pencil versus other similar devices. Optimally used with one of Buffalo Filter’s complete line of surgical smoke evacuation systems. PenAdapt may also be used with filtered wall suction to accommodate any setting.**

**Product Ordering Information**

(Pencil Not Included)

**Catalog Number: PA1025**
PenAdapt with 10 mm (3/8”) x 30.5 cm (1 ft) tubing with an adapter to 10 mm (3/8”) hose - *ideal for wall suction applications*

**Catalog Number: PA2010**
PenAdapt with 10 mm (3/8”) x 122 cm (4 ft) tubing with an adapter to 22 mm (7/8”) x 183 cm (6 ft) hose - *ideal for smoke evacuator applications*

**Catalog Number: PA2010B**
PenAdapt with 10 mm (3/8”) x 122 cm (4 ft) tubing with an adapter to 22 mm (7/8”) x 183 cm (6 ft) hose - *ideal for attachment to reusable electrosurgical pencil applications - Standard Length*

**Catalog Number: PA1025CB**
PenAdapt with full reveal and .952cm (3/8”) x 30.48cm (1’) tubing with .952cm (3/8”) to .952cm (3/8”) connector - *Pre-cut tip for maximum visibility*

**Catalog Number: PA2010CB**
PenAdapt with full reveal and .952cm (3/8”) x 121.92cm (4’) tubing connected to 7/8” (2.22cm) x 6’ Hose - *Pre-cut tip for maximum visibility*

**This device should not be used in microsurgery**